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REQUIREMENTS
Size: 8 x 8 in., 2-point border, double-page spread (2 facing-pages) 

4/4 grid (4 columns and 4 rows) 

File  >New  >Facing Pages  >Number of Pages: 2  >Start Page #: 2

Columns: number: 4   gutter .125 in.

Margins  (click icon in center of margin area to vary margins)
 • 5-in. margin on top, bottom, outside; -2.5 in. margin on inside 
 • 4 vertical columns with 15-inch gutters. 

Create 2 different designs using the same underlying grid. Vary 
hierarchy in each design

Use baseline grid in at least one layout. (see below die info)

Text is uploaded to lesson 4 on the website:
https://openlab.citytech.cuny.edu/childerscomd2427spring2017/
assignments/?preview_id=10&preview_nonce=69dc0a1b2d&_thumb-
nail_id=-1&preview=true
Reference material for type fi nessing is on the same web page: 
       Use of baseline grid, Typography guide

Try to complete both studies in class so that you can ask John 
De Santis questions. If more time is needed, fi ne-tune at home.

PROCESS
Part 1   Create one or more variations.

Open a new Indesign document > Check facing pages  > Number 
of pages: 4  > Start page: 2  > Gutter: .15 inch  > Margins .5 inch  
> Select PREVIEW to view your page > OK

Drag least 2 horizontal rules from the ruler to establish your 
horizontal alignment 

Arrange the text supplied on the grid. (Text is uploaded to lesson 
4 on the website)

Use at least 3 levels of hierarchy

Finish your fi rst page and make a note of your paragraph leading.

Part 2   Create one or more variations.

In a new document use a baseline grid so that all your text will 
align to a horizontal grid (just like writing on lined paper.)    

InDesign > Preferences > Grids. 
Start: .5 in
Increment body: what is your paragraph leading?

 Horizontal: 
 Gridline every: your page width is 576 pts. 
   Use 576 to avoid adding horizontal grid lines
 Subdivisions: 1
Vertical:
 Gridline every: your leading
 Subdivisions: 4 (you want 4 rows)

PRESENTATION
Arrive in class with 2 studies on 8.5x11" paper. 

TODAY: IN CLASS: Type Composition

GOAL:  Create  elegant typographic spreads

OBJECTIVE:  Demonstrate a clear understanding 
of hierarchy

 Demonstrate use of the underlining 
grid structure

 Demonstrate knowledge of profes-
sional typesetting—size, leading, 
alignment, paragraphs, kerning, etc
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Type Composition Project text:

Print situates words in space more relentlessly than 
writing ever did. Writing moves words from the sound 
world to a world of visual space, but print locks words 
into position in this space. Control of position is ev-
erything in print. Printed texts look machine-made, as 
they are. In handwriting, control of space tends to be 
ornamental, ornate, as in calligraphy. 

Typographic control typically impresses most by its 
tidiness and invisibility: the lines perfectly regular, all 
justifi ed on the right side, everything coming out even 
visually, and without the aid of guidelines or ruled bor-
ders that often occur in manuscripts. This is an insistent 
world of cold, non-human, facts.

Quote adapted from Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: 
The Technologizing of the Word (London and New 
York: Methuen, 1982).

Common Typographic Diseases
Various forms of dysfunction appear among popula-
tions exposed to typography for long periods of time. 
Listed here are a number of frequently observed affl ic-
tions.

Typophilia
An excessive attachment to and fascination with the 
shape of letters, often to the exclusion of other interests 
and object choices. Typophiliacs usually die penniless 
and alone.

Typophobia
The irrational dislike of letterforms, often marked by a 
preference for icons, dingbats, and—in fatal cases—
bullets and daggers. The fears of the typophobe can 
often be quieted (but not cured) by steady doses of 
Helvetica and Times Roman.

Typochondria
A persistent anxiety that one has selected the wrong 
typeface.This condition is often paired with okd (optical 
kerning disorder), the need to constantly adjust and 
readjust the spaces between letters.

Typothermia
The promiscuous refusal to make a lifelong commit-
ment to a single typeface—or even to fi ve or six, as 
some doctors recommend. The typothermiac is con-
stantly tempted to test drive “hot” new fonts, often 
without a proper license.

Examples of grid layout


